
 

Radio Decoder Professional Car Radio Code Calculator 1.1 is a free app that will allow you to calculate a car radio's morse code from your last DNI input. Other features include frequencies, LED colors, and also pitch/speed setting for 5 different types of morse codes. The app even works with the headphone output option. RF Explorer is an application for mobile phones and PDAs to decode radio
frequencies of all types, standard and non-standard signaling (POCSAG, Pactor, etc.). The program performs a frequency scanning on a list of frequencies and displays the radio channel or channel group use by each channel. There is also a police band analyzer to display the police frequency usage on a list of paired channels. An interesting feature is that RF Explorer can be used to analyze
WATCOM (WAP) and WAPR (WAP+R) signals as well as mobile telephone signals like GSM or CDMA. The app was released on Google Play in September 2016. Coming soon

All of the above products are based upon code written by Sergey Kosarevsky, an independent developer in Russia. The project began in mid-2003, when Sergey decided to write program to decode the signals transmitted by his car radio. A year later, Sergey released an improved version of this program under GPL license, under name of RF Decoder. Later, he added support for decoding POCSAG
signals. The project was then renamed into RF Explorer in 2006 and development continued around this program name until late 2008, when Sergey dedicated the project into two fully different products - RF Explorer for PC and Radio Decoder Pro for cell phones. The goal of the project is to develop a full-featured software toolset for analyzing and decoding radio signals, but also help people
around the world learn about different types of radio communications.

Users can also take a look at the comparison table which shows technical specifications for both products (PC and Android).

The project is actively developed by Sergey Kosarevsky, an independent developer based in Moscow, Russia. The software development started in mid-2003 when Sergey wrote his first program to decode signals emitted by his car audio system. Later on he added support for POCSAG paging codes and developed an improved version of this program called RF Explorer. Development continued in
2008 when Sergey turned this project into two separate and fully different products - RF Explorer and Radio Decoder Pro for cell phones. Sergey Kosarevsky, born on April 21, 1979, is a former software developer and entrepreneur. He has taken part in numerous development projects for Internet and mobile communications since 1999, including the development of the first version of the WAP
browser for Nokia phones (Navi-WAP), as well as various software products of his own such as Navicat (a universal database management tool), WebForms (a web-based data collection tool), Fax2Email (an email gateway for faxes) and others.
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